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A COLLEGE AND A

UNIVERSITY
school or academy graduates, who would go on to college, have
two general alternatives before them. They may seek their college
work under the broadening influence of a university atmosphere, or
they may elect the more cloistered experience to be found in a small college
of liberal arts. Both types of institution have their proponents-and the
advantages of both are found in rather happy combination at Rochester.
For the College for Men is the parent school of the University of Rochester. On a separate and self-contained campus it retains its institutional
identity. And through it, and its coordinate College for Women, the University continues to foster its traditional belief in a college of limited enrollment and high academic standards as the basic unit of higher education.
At the same time the College for Men derives distinct advantages from
its University relationships . Itself a restricted college of less than 7 00 students, it shares, with its sister College for Women , the faculty and library of the combined college of more than 1, 1 oo students. Readily a vailable on the women's campus is the actively administered Memorial Art
Gallery. In the Eastman School of Music of the University it has academic
association with one of the widely recognized music schools. And of corresponding advantage is its relationship to the near-by University School
of Medicine and Dentistry.
The College for Men is further favored by its physical situation. On an
auractive campus site, fronting the Genesee River and relatively remote
from the city, it occupies a group of new buildings, deliberately designed
to provide adequate and modern equipment for the varied purposes which
they serve. In this transformed environment it is preserving the ideals and
traditions which have honored it for the greater part of a century.
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Up the Terraces from Lower Campus

HISTORI CAL
BACKGROUND

THE University of Rochester was founded in 1850 in the old United StateS
Hotel building, on West Main Street, removing to what is now the Old
Campus, on Prince Street and University Avenue, in 1861. While primarily
of Baptist origin, it has long since become entirely non-sectarian in its
organization, administration and control. And though bearing the name
of the city which has harbored it for nearly a century, it is not, and never
has been, a city college so-called, but a privately endowed institution.

THE COLLEGE

FOR the first fifty years of its existence, the University was conducted as a college for men only. In
1900 , through the efforts of a group of public-spirited women, prominent
among whom was Susan B. Anthony , Rochester's great suffrage leader , its
doors were opened to women on the same tern;lS as men .
After extensive study of the resulting situation the trustees decided , in
1912, that the interests of both men and women students could best be
served by establishing coordinate instruction in separate classes, with the
exception of advanced electives, and the policy of a College for Men and a
College for Women within the University was accordingly adopted . Such
a partial separation was made possible in 1914 by the completion of two
new buildings diagonally across University Avenue from the main campus
and devoted exclusively to the College for Women . Thus were taken the
initial steps which have since led so successfully to the physical separation
and establishment of the two coordinate colleges.

PROFESSIONAL
SCHOOLS

THE first professional school to be organized in the
University was that of music, established on a
modest scale in 1918. During the following year
George Eastman, the donor , provided for its very material expansion by
contributing a new site and building, as well as liberal endowment for its
development. Included in the gift and attached to the school was a large
music hall or theatre, seating nearly 3.400 people, which has become the
home of rich concert and operatic offerings. Mr. Eastman consented to give
his name to the new enterprises, which became known as the Eastman
School of Music of the University of Rochester, and Eastman Theatre. The
new school was opened in 1921 and has since been enlarged by the erection
of a ten-story annex, as well as a beautiful dormitory group for women
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Group of Medical School Buildings, with Municipal Hospital adjoining
Strong Memorial Hospital at right
students. Distinguished by its faculty and equipment, it attracts students
from all parts of the United States and from foreign countries.
The School of Medicine and Dentistry, opened in 1925, was made possible in 1920 through the very liberal collaboration of George Eastman and
the General Education Board of New York for the purpose of establishing
within the University such a school of high order in equipment, staff and
purpose. An additional gift from Mrs. Gertrude Strong Achilles and
Mrs. Helen Strong Carter provided an adequate teaching hospital as a
memorial to their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry A. Strong, and the city
erected an adjoining municipal hospital to be staffed by the School and giving it total clinical facilities of s oo beds. A School of Nursing was also
opened in 1925 as a part of the medical enterprise.

COLLEGES
SEPARATED

WITH the establishment of the School of Medicine and
Dentistry on an outlying tract of 6o acres, near the
Genesee River and several miles distant from the Old
Campus, the University administration was influenced by two correlated
objectives. One was to expand and strengthen the colleges, to keep pace
~ith the two strong professional schools; the other, to relocate the College
for Men in desired proximity to the new medical school.
The Greater University Campaign of 1924 was the outcome, providing
means for rebuilding the College for Men on the new River Campus,
directly across an avenue from the medical school, and readapting the Old
Campus to the ex clusive purposes of the College for Women, with its
principal buildings adequately remodeled. One-half of the proceeds of that
campaign was also allocated to increasing the endowment of both colleges
in a measure to insure their successful operation- a position which has been
materially strengthened by subsequent gifts and bequests.
Thus, with the completion and dedication of the River Campus development in September, 1930, the separation of the colleges, instituted in theory
in 1912, became an operative reality, and the College for Men found
itself in a new home beside the river long fabled in college verse and song.
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THE COLLEGE
HOME AND
ENVIRONMENT

THE CITY

THE city of Rochester has much to commend it as a college town . Not so large as to submerge the college , it is
sufficiently metropolitan to furnish a broadening background , which is in
itself educational- especially so to students coming from a rural or smalltown environment. At the same time , though a city of 332 ,000 inhabitants,
it has retained much of the charm of a village atmosphere in its social
contacts, its civic consciousness and unusual community spirit.
Of real cultural influence are its excellent public schools, its churches
of the leading denominations , its lecture clubs , its theatres and its Civic
Music Association. Largely through the impetus of the Eastman School of
Music, the city has become widely recognized as a music center. Its civic
orchestra gives an annual series of popular-priced concerts in the public
schools and other audit oriums. In the Eastman Theatre the Rochester
Philharmonic Orchestra of ninety pieces presents yearly a course of symphony concerts, w hile leading concert artists of the world appear throughout the season , w hich has been freq uently climaxed by the appearance of
the Metropolit an Opera Company of New York.

Eastman Quadrangle viewed from Plaza
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Approach to North Side of Eastman Quadrangle

And from a more practical standpoint Rochester's unusual variety of
well-known , national industries is of definite benefit. Engineering classes
are free to visit its different factories and observe the practical application
of principles at first hand, while classes in economics find similar advantage
in contacts with local banking and business houses. Many of Rochester's
business and professional leaders are themselves University alumni, association with whom is of obvious benefit to undergraduates. From these
various contacts students not infrequently find permanent openings awaiting them upon graduation.
Physically Rochester is distinctly favored . Pierced by the lower gorge of
the Genesee River, with its two cataracts, it extends through two boulevards to the near-by shores of Lake Ontario on the north, while within easy
motoring distance to the south and east lies the beautiful Finger Lake region
of New York State. The city itself is nationally known for its park system,
embracing a total of 1,828 acres; its tree-lined streets, its beautiful residen~ial
developments and its general cleanliness.
THE CAMPUS THE River Campus of the College for Men was once
one of Rochester's picturesque and intriguing golf
courses. It is an 87-acre tract of high, rolling land on the east bank of the
Genesee River, formerly occupied by the Oak Hill Country Club and peculiarly fortunate in its location. Within the outer, corporate bounds of the
city, it is virtually in the country. Although conveniently reached by boulevards, trolley and bus lines, it is two and one-half miles from the business
center and effectually insulated against future encroachments of the city.
Past its mile frontage winds the widest reach of the river, giving opportunity for boating and other aquatic sports. Across that river on the west and
across a boulevard on the south stretch the 637 acres of Genesee Valley
Park, largest of Rochester's beautiful parks, with its thirty-six holes of golf
in two public courses.
The campus plan and architectural treatment are the result of a two-year
study by the University architects, in association with two of America's

Strong Auditorium facing Plaza
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l{ush l{hees Library--dominant feature of Campus
leading consultants, seeking to realize as fully as possible on the unusual
opportunity confronting them . There are eighteen buildings on the campus,
including eleven college buildings and seven fraternity houses. Harmoniously designed, they are constructed of Harvard brick, specially selected for
color to simulate age, and with gray limestOne trim. The architecture is
Colonial, the early Greek Revival type, with Ionic or Doric columns, having
been employed for the academic buildings and the less formal Georgian for
the so-called domestic group.

AC.ADEMIC
BUILDINGS

THE main quadrangle, known as the Eastman Quadrangle, occupies the highest ridge of the campus, with its
open end facing the river, and is the center of the academic
group of buildings. Broad steps and a wide balustrade of granite mark its
approach from a lower plaza, paved with flagstones, while colonnades connect the buildings on either side. Facing the plaza is the Henry A. Strong
AuditOrium, containing a fully equipped assembly hall with stage, 65 feet
wide by 35 feet deep, and a seating capacity of approximately 1 ,100; also a
smaller auditorium on the lower floor .
At the head of the quadrangle is the main University library, dominant
architectural feature of the campus and fittingly bearing the name of Rush
Rhees, under whose presidency, beginning in 1900, the recent developments
have taken place. Its massive rower, rising to a height of 186 feet from the
quadrangle level, is encircled with graduated tiers of stone pillars and may
be illuminated at night by a permanent battery of 168 flood lights, visible
for miles about, while in the summit are the Hopeman Memorial Chimes
of seventeen bells, which are played at intervals throughout the week.
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Welles-Brown Recreational 1\eading 1\oom
The interior of the building has been worked our with corresponding
artistic effect. Aside from the regular reading rooms and seminars, a noteworthy feature is the richly furnished Welles-Brown browsing room,
devoted exclusively to recreational reading with the aim of fostering a
student love for fine literature. The library has an initial capacity of 676 ,ooo
volumes, which may be increased to more than 1,ooo ,ooo volumes by a full
development of the present structure.
Other academic buildings are indicated on the aerial view of the campus
appearing on the center pages. Most of them, as also there indicated, memorialize the names of revered members of the earlier faculty and of valued

North Side of Eastman Quadrangle, viewed from Library Portico
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Burton Hall- one of two Dormitory Units

friends of the University. All of the buildings about the quadrangle are connected by a foot-passenger runnel for the convenience of students and
faculty in inclement weather.

UNION AND
DORMITORIES

A DISTINCTIVE asset of the River Campus is
Todd Union, as not more than forty such buildings
exist on the college campuses of America. This
attractive and generously equipped student union is a most useful adjunct
to the self-contained campus life of the College. Aside from its social
function as a student club, it provides dining facilities at reasonable prices
and houses the University bookstore, tailor and barber shops , game rooms
and headquarters of practically all non-athletic activities, as well as the
offices of officials directly concerned with student and alumni affairs.
Strategically located, in relation to Todd Union and the fraternity court,
are the two dormitory units, Burton and Crosby Halls, in which all out-oftown students are expected to live during their freshman year, at least ,
unless excused by the dean. These two buildings, approached and connected
by granite balustrades, offer accommodations for 189 men at present, with
a faculty precentor living in each. Burton Hall also provides attractive
quarters for the Faculty Club , an important center in the life of the campus.

ATHLETIC
PLANT

THE athletic equipment is centered in a commodious
physical education building, measuring 27 0 by 267 feet
over all, which houses under one roof of different levels the
gymnasium, natatorium and field house. In addition to the main floor,
affording ample space for class and apparatus work or for two basketball
or volley ball courts for intramural games, the gymnasium contains six
regulation courts for squash racquets or handball, ample showers, locker
rooms and staff offices. The natatorium contains a swimming pool, 75
feet long and 30 feet wide, supplied with filtered and chlorinated water and
flanked by concrete seats for 500 spectators. The adjoining field house, in
two sections, contains the Varsity basketball arena with approximately

Todd Union- center of Student Life

,
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AERiaL VIEW OF RIVER CAMPUS
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Physical Education Building, with Alumni Gymnasium
and Natatorium in Front and Field House in the R..ear
2 ,ooo permanent stadium seats , a dirt-floored cage for the indoor practice
of football and baseball, a cinder track, seven laps to the mile, encircling
both, and other facilities for indoor track.
This building has been admired by many physical educators for its completeness and planning. Immediately north of it are twelve tennis courts,
six of clay and six of a hard surface to permit their use whenever free from
snow. Across a roadway and near the river is the main athletic field, including the Varsity gridiron , a quarter-mile cinder track , 22 0-yard straightaway,
and jumping and vaulting pits. On the west side of the field is the main
grandstand of brick and concrete construction, seating approximately 6, ooo
people and containing team dressing-rooms, showers and offices. It is
slightly crescent in form to permit its eventual extension into a U -shaped
stadium, as conditions may warrant . Beyond the main athletic field are two
practice football fields, two practice baseball diamonds and a third diamond
for Varsity games.

LANDSCAPING

THE landscaping of the River Campus has received
painstaking attention at the hands of experts. The
original plantings have recently been liberally supplemented and include
hundreds of elm trees, as well as countless shrubs and vines. Among the
varied shrubs are many evergreens of different types, decorative throughout
all seasons of the year. Several of the fine old elms and oak trees of the
original site have been preserved , while a number of the transplanted trees
are of considerable size. Landscaped terraces descend from the Eastman
Quadrangle to the lower campus , and adequate roadways, walks and
parking areas are strategically placed.
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FACULTY AND
ENROLLMENT
THE true strength of any educational institution is to be judged primarily
by its personnel- the character of its leadership, its faculty, and of the student body, with which that faculty has to work. In the composition of its
student body , quality rather than quantity is the governing factor in all departments of the University of Rochester. In the development of its faculty,
however, both quality and quantity are apparent, thanks to a strong and
wisely administered endowment.

RESTRICTED
SELECTION

THE administration believes in small classes, making
possible individual attention and intimate, personal
contacts between teacher and student. In pursuance of
this policy the entering class in the College for Men has been limited each
year on a restricted, selective basis, and the total enrollment in the College
has never exceeded 7 00 men . As justifying this selection, a recent recapitulation of nationwide averages, obtained from freshman intelligence tests
over a four-year period, revealed that Rochester stood fourth in a list of
some 2 00 American colleges conducting the same standard test .

Look..ing down the Eastman Quadrangle
from the Library Tower
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Through the Pillars of the North Colonnade

STRONG
FACULTY

FROM its very beginnings the faculty of the University of
Rochester has been noteworthy for its strength and stability.
Recognizing the basic importance of such an asset , the administration has been constantly alert in fostering it. An initial move, after
the acquisition of increased endowment for the college, was to enlarge the
faculty and further stabilize it by placing the salary scale on a more equitable basis. All faculty members are expected to keep abreast of the latest
developments in their respective fields and to this end are encouraged to
avail themselves of the privilege of sabbatical leave from time to time for
purposes of travel and further study.
The size of the present college faculty is of special significance, for , as
previously pointed out , the College for Men enjoys the unique advantage
of being served by a faculty recruited to accommodate the combined college
of nearly twice its size. The total enrollment in the two colleges for the
academic year of 1934-35 is 1,120 undergraduates, while the regular
faculty list shows 168 members. A desirable ratio of college students to
faculty members has been variously placed at 15 to 1, or 10 to 1. At
Rochester, excluding from this faculty list all assistants, research fellows and
part-time lecturers, the ratio is 9 · 3 to 1, or approximately nine students to
every faculty member.

One of the Landscaped Approaches
to Eastman Quadrangle
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STUDENT
LIFE AND
ACTIVITIES
WELL-ROUNDED living is the ideal sought on the Rochester campus.
Entering freshmen are pleasantly introduced to college life before they have
actually become a part of it. At a preliminary, three-day camp each September , featured by a program of games and ocher characteristic activities,
they are given happy opportunity to become acquainted with each other
and with some of the faculty and student leaders. From the latter they
learn the Rochester songs and cheers and are given much helpful advice as
to the traditions and procedures of the campus life just ahead of them.
Throug h the cooperation of the Rochester Y.M.C.A. , chis camp is conducted at Camp Cory, on the shores of Keuka Lake, one of the most
beautiful of the Finger Lakes and about fifty miles from Rochester.
Instituted in 1925 , it was the first freshman camp to be established in
New York State and has served as a model for ochers.
Another widely adopted enterprise, in which Rochester was a pioneer , is
the preliminary week of so-called freshman college, introduced here in 1921
for the first time in the country, so far as known . Aside from its more
serious orientation purposes, chis week is also mar-ked by social occasions~
a reception , a coffee and a tea dance , in which the new students mingle for
the first time with the freshmen from the College for Women.

SOCiaL LIFE

FROM chat early scare the college year is punctuated
with certain high spots of diversion- the football
rousers, College Night dinners, the Home Concert and college plays, the

Lounge of Todd Union- a Social Meeting Place
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A Football Afternoon on the Main Athletic Field
colorful Junior Prom and other class and fraternity dances, culminating in
the open-house parties on a long night in early June, when classes are over
and the illuminated River Campus is at its alluring best. For all of these
dances the ready availability of the College for Women, as well as young
ladies of the city, serves a practical purpose in making the functions less
expensive and complicated for student escorts than is the case in smaller or
more isolated college communities.
But dancing is by no means the major form of recreation . There are
opportunities for indulging a wide variety of more serious interests, both
athletic and non-athletic, for the administration recognizes the important
place of carefully regulated extracurricular activities in the educational
process of developing well-rounded men for successful living. It evidenced
this in providing an unusually complete athletic equipment and in building
Todd Union, in which social and non-athletic activities are centered.
At the same time strict care is taken so to regulate these activities that
they remain at all times subordinate to the basic objectives of the college
experience. They are under the direction of an organization known as the
Board of Control of Undergraduate Activities, including representatives of
the students, the faculty and the alumni . A subsidiary Activities Committee
arranges the calendar, passes on all new activities, and otherwise exercises a
beneficial control of the extracurricular program.

ATHLETICS

ATHLETICS are encouraged at Rochester on a legitimate basis, aimed primarily to benefit the students. In an
era of many extravagances and questionable practices the University has
maintained a wholesome sanity in this important phase of college life.
Teams are maintained in the four major sports of football, basketball ,
baseball and track; also in cross country, swimming, golf and tennis. Excellent coaching and equipment are provided with a view to obtaining the
best possible results from the material at hand. Rochester was one of the
first small colleges to adopt the one-year residence rule. Despite a student.
body of less than 50 0 men available for athletics, it has developed football
teams from time to time in the past which have played very even games
with such larger institutions as Cornell, Syracuse and Colgate. It has now
adopted the policy of meeting in football only institutions commensurate
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in size and athletic rating , its
traditional or popular gridiron
rivals including Wesleyan,
Oberlin, Hamilton, Union,
Hobart, Amherst and Williams.
In basketball Rochester has
probably been as successful, over
the years, as any small college in
the country. It has produced at
least two teams which have
been adjudged eastern intercollegiate champions by the mecropolitansportswritersandseveral
A High Dive in the Natatorium
others which have won a majority of their games against Intercollegiate League and other strong fives.
In its long-time record appear triumphs, some of them frequent, over such
larger opponents as Cornell, Pennsylvania, Columbia, Yale, Princeton,
Dartmouth, Syracuse, Colgate, New York University, Lafayette, Lehigh
and ochers. Records in all branches of athletics should improve with the
greater student body and complete equipment of the River Campus.
Well-equipped freshman teams, with individual coaching, are maintained in all sports. For the best interests of the boys themselves, in their
year of orientation to college work, freshman competition is now largely
restricted to intramural engagements and practice against the Varsity, with
not more than one outside contest in any given season.

INTRAMURALS

OF great benefit to the students at large is the strong
program of intramural athletics, conducted by the
physical education department and participated in by a large percentage of
the student body. League schedules are played in the various sports, both
between the classes and fraternities, culminating in a colorful Intramural
Night in the spring, when cups are awarded at a college supper. Special
efforts are made by members of the physical education department to inter-

Varsity Bask_etball Court in Operation
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est and train physically backward students in some branch of athletic recreation. Stressed also are such individual games as golf, tennis, squash and
handball, which can be beneficially continued in later life. At various times
on almost any day students may be found in the physical education building, indulging in some type of informal play.

NON-ATHLETIC
ACTIVITIES

NON-ATHLETIC activities receive corresponding
attention along musical, dramatic , journalistic and
social lines. The musical organizations are unusually
strong because of expert tutelage and the talent naturally attracted by the
Eastman School of Music. The Glee Club, averaging from thirty to forty
well-balanced voices, has achieved an enviable reputation in recent years,
having won the New York State title in intercollegiate competition, and
being annually recognized as among the better college glee clubs of the
East. Its annual schedule includes a rather extensive trip, as well as many
other out-of-town engagements, and culminates in the Home Concert, one
of the musical and social treats of the season. The University Band, recruited
from the College and the Eastman School of Music, also contributes much
to the musical life of the institution, not only during the football season,
but as a concert band in the winter months .
Student dramatics hold the stage of the well-equipped Strong Auditorium two or three times a year. In the interest of more artistic productions
the University Players are recruited from both the College for Men and the
College for Women and are coached by an experienced, full-time member
of the English department. Original musical plays by men of the College
are also colorful features from time to time, as talent and interest warrant .
The journalistic or literary bene finds play in a number of undergraduate
channels : The Campus, weekly newspaper of the students; the Soap Box, a
journal of independent opinion on campus and public questions; the
Interpres, elaborate year book of the junior class; and the Student Hand
Book., or "Freshman Bible," as it is more popularly designated. Many a
member of the Campus staff has graduated to a permanent position in professional journalism, while other students have similarly found themselves
in the work of the musical and dramatic organizations.
Many of the social activities have already been indicated, as represented
by the various stated functions. The social life of the campus is further
stimulated by the program of Todd Union , which sponsors monthly
College Night suppers, frequent teas, smokers and other informal events.
And the city itself provides many opportunities for pleasant social contacts
through its churches and other organizations.

FRATERNITIES

FRATERNITY life is strong at Rochester, but adjusted to the best interests of the College as a whole .
The College is particularly fortunate in its Greek letter groups , boasting
several of the oldest and best known national orders. There are ten at the
present writing, which, in order of their establishment at Rochester, are as
follows : Alpha Delta Phi (1851), Delta Upsilon (1852), Delta Kappa
Epsilon (1856), Psi Upsilon (1858), Theta Delta Chi (1867), Kappa Nu
(191 1), Theta Chi (1920), Beta Delta Gamma (local , 1926), Alpha Phi
Delta (1930), and Sigma Chi (1932).
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Fraternity Court
Seven of these fraternities have houses grouped about a fraternity court,
facing Todd Union and encouraging a wholesome, interfraternity neighbor-·
liness. Interfraternity relations are further fostered and regulated by the
Hellenic Council, composed of two representatives from each of the groups.
There are four national, honorary scholastic fraternities, as follows: Phi
Beta Kappa , established at Rochester in 1887, for outstanding seniors and
juniors; Sigma Xi (193 0), for faculty members and advanced students in
science; Phi Sigma Iota (193 0), for upperclassmen of high standing in the
Romance languages; and Delta Phi Alpha ( 19 3 1), for outstanding students
in advanced German courses. The Vectorians were also organized in 1934
as an honorary society in the engineering department.
Among other honorary groups are the Kaidaeans, composed of prominent seniors; the Mendicants, similarly selected from the juniors; and
Theta Pi Sigma, Chi Rho, and Pro Concordia, composed of sophomores.
Delta Rho is an honorary journalistic fraternity, while the Troubadors so
serve students prominent in musical activities. In addition to these various
fraternities, there are a number of academic clubs, which hold frequent
luncheon meetings for the discussion of subjects in their respective fields.

RELIGIOUS
ACTIVITIES

RELIGIOUS interests on the campus are centered in the
University Y.M.C.A. and the Newman Club. The
former is a voluntary student organization, whose primary purpose is to provide opportunity for the expression of religious
thought and activity among the students. A full-time secretary, with attractive quarters in Todd Union, is responsible for many wholesome
campus activities. The Newman Club performs a similar function for
students of Catholic faith.
A voluntary college chapel service is held once a week in Strong Auditorium. Music is provided by the student Chapel Choir, while the president,
different faculty members and invited ministers serve as speakers.
A general student assembly is also held in Strong Auditorium on the
first Monday of each month, with a member of the faculty or an invited
speaker generally discussing some subject of timely interest. This assembly
also provides opportunity for special entertainments, for the rehearsing of
college songs and cheers and for holding meetings of the Students' Association, governing organization of the student body.
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THE WORK OF
THE COLLEGE
THE College at Rochester has a two-fold aim: to lay the foundation for a
broad, general education and to encourage the student to think clearly and
originally in a field which especially interests him. This field of interest may
be selected without reference to his life work, or it may be chosen to lay the
foundation for his professional or business career. To achieve these ends
there are two sets of requirements.
The "distribution" requirement outlines certain subjects which each
student is expected to take during his freshman and sophomore years : for
example, English, physical education, a foreign language, a laboratory
science or mathematics, and certain social sciences. But even in the first
two years the student has an opportunity to elect some courses which
interest him particularly.

SURVEY
COURSES

TO broaden the student's knowledge so that he may find
the subject of his greatest interest, two survey courses are
offered. One deals with the broad general outlines of the
natural and physical sciences, and the other with an historical survey of the
development of present day civilization .

CONCENTRATION

THE "concentration" requirement concerns the
courses chosen for the last two years in college.
At the end of his sophomore year each student decides upon a subject-field
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A Studious Hour in the Library-Main R..eading R..oom

One of the Chemistry Laboratories in Lattimore Hall
of interest to him. At least half of the courses of the last two years may be
selected from the field of his choice. The elective courses do not directly
relate to the field of concentration ; they represent other subjects of interest
to the individual student, possibly leisure-time interests for life after college.
If, for example, the student's concentration is in history, he may wish to
elect courses in music , art, literature, sociology, or in some other field. The
purpose of this so-called "concentration" requirement is that each student
may know enough about one particular subject-field, in order to learn to
reason consistently and to reflect on what he reads .

READING
COURSES

DURING the junior and senior years, with the consent of
the department concerned, it is possible for the student to
register for one reading course each year. This permits him
to read widely in a subject in which no special courses are offered. He reports
occasionally to the professor in charge of his reading and discusses his conclusions with him. Through such "concentration," which is more of a
privilege than a requirement, and through reading courses, the effort is made
to adapt the college to the student, rather than the student to the college.
There is an exception to these requirements in the courses leading to the
scientific degrees, where by necessity the work of the four years is largely
prescribed.

PHYSICAL
WELFARE

EACH student is given a physical examination, when he
enters college, and, if his health requires it at any time, he is
admitted to the University hospital for further examination and treatment. All students are required to attend classes in physical
education during the first two years in college. Here the effort is made ,
through a program of organized sports and instruction in personal hygiene,
not only to build sound bodies but also to interest each student in the enjoyment of physical exercise and games.
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RANGE OF
OPPORTUNITIES

THE range of choice open to the entering student
is .wide. It is possible for him to take the regular
arts course, with a variety of selections in concentration, or he may major in training looking toward medicine; in music,
education, mechanical or chemical engineering, or optics. By a proper selection of courses the student may also fulfill the requirements for entrance to a
school of law. For those who are considering business careers, it is possible
to take courses in the department of economics which will familiarize them
with the general fields of business theory, organization and practice.
When entering college, many students do not know for what career they
wish to prepare themselves. Other students have their minds made up, only
to discover after entering that they have made a wrong choice. The student
should not be ashamed if he has not reached this important decision before
he enters college. This college helps him to reach such a decision, not only
by the variety of its offerings but also by special conferences with the deans
and the professors. In addition, the College has a special advisor to assist
the students in deciding upon their life work, as well as in locating them in
positions after graduation. The department of education has its own Bureau
of Educational Service, which assists in finding positions for those prepared
to teach .

AFFILIATED
SCHOOLS

THE College is fortunate in its association with other
schools of the University in which its students may take
courses for credit towards the college degree. In the
Eastman School of Music the student of the College may, if properly qualified , take courses in theory and applied music. Certain college courses are
taught in the School of Medicine and Dentistry. Those students interested
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in preparing themselves for religious or social work may also take courses
in the near-by Colgate-Rochester Divinity School, which is not a part of the
University of Rochester but cooperates with it to the benefit of both
institutions.

GRADUATE
WORK

IT is possible for students, who have obtained their college degree, to do graduate work in certain departments of
the University of Rochester. Graduate instruction is given,
for the most part, by the professors who give undergraduate instruction. If
certain students, during their four years as undergraduates, prove that they
should continue their studies in some post-graduate school, either in the
University of Rochester or in some other institution, they are so advised
and encouraged. Some graduate courses are open to properly qualified upperclass undergraduates.
In the changes which have been made recently in the instruction and
curriculum of the College, there has been constantly in the minds of the
faculty and administration the hope that all students who come to them
may have four years of satisfactory educational accomplishment. These
officers earnestly hope that the students may learn to find enjoyment in
ideas, may learn to know how to satisfy their own intellectual curiosity,
and may find a philosophy of life which may prove to be strong yet adaptable in meeting the experiences of life.
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ADMISSION AND
EXPENSES
ENTRANCE
REQUIREMENTS

CANDIDATES for admission to the freshman
class at Rochester should secure a copy of the Bulletin of the College of Arts and Science, which
contains detailed essential information concerning admission requirements
for both colleges. The following incomplete summary may be helpful
merely as a guide to the general procedure followed and the basic requiren1ents :
The freshman class, limited in number, is selected from formal applications , submitted upon forms provided by the University. In this selection
both the academic record and the personal characteristics of the candidate
are considered. Graduates of accredited high schools and private secondary
schools may be accepted upon certificate without examination.
The requirements for admission to all courses given in the College for
Men include fifteen units of high school work . These units usually comprise
four years of English, three years of a single foreign language, plane geometry , elementary and intermediate algebra, one year of history and one year
of either chemistry or physics. A fair equivalent will be accepted upon the
judgment of the committee on admissions.

COSTS

THE cost of a year at college is variable, depending largely
upon the willingness and need of the student to curtail those
expenditures which are not essential to education and reasonable comfort.
In estimating the budget for a single year, the prospective student should
include the following: tuition, $3oo ; fixed fees and student tax, $45;
books and supplies, $27; dormitory room, average, $13 0 ; board at Todd
Union , $25 0.
A special bulletin on dormitory accommodations may be obtained by
addressing the registrar of the College for Men. Information concerning
scholarships, loan funds and opportunities for student employment may be
obtained from the Bulletin of the College of Arts and Science and through
direct correspondence with the secretary of the Committee on Student Aid.

